
Eastern Orthodox Church--
History

• 330—Emperor Constantine moves the seat of  the 
Roman empire to Constantinople

• Roman empire blended very distinct sets of  cultures, 
languages, peoples—Greek/Eastern vs Latin/Western

• When Rome fell, Constantinople endured, called 
Byzantine  Empire until 1453

• All these developments echoed in the developments 
of  Christian denominations of  the time



Eastern Orthodox Church--
History

• A number of  church councils met to decide doctrinal 
issues, especially about the nature of  deity, Trinity, 
Jesus

• Bishops of  Rome and Constantinople were nominally 
equal, but in certain periods the pope’s claims were a 
source of  tension

• Filioque clause—Did the Spirit proceed from Father 
and the Son?

• Iconoclasm controversy—are images OK?



Eastern Orthodox Church--
History

• 1054— “Great” Schism—primarily about the pope’s 
claims to control over all churches

• Both Catholic and Orthodox view the other as 
apostate—continues to this day

• Orthodox—the one true church, original Christian 
faith

• Spread to many areas and adapted to cultures—Greek 
Orthodox, Russian Orthodox, etc



Orthodox Church

• Accepts the first seven creedal statements of  
Catholic/Orthodox Church

• Church as a whole is infallible—decisions of  
synods infallible—Holy Spirit’s presence 
validates

• Authority not a central figure, nor the Bible 
alone, but scriptures as interpreted by councils 
of  the church



Orthodox Church

• Autocephalous churches

• Share some teachings with Catholicism—
perpetual virginity of  Mary, prayers for dead, 
celibate priests

• Largely Catholic sense of  sacraments, worship

• Usually a cappella singing



Orthodox Church

• Church must interpret the Bible before one 
can be certain

• “This does not mean that individuals, both 
clergy and laity, lack freedom to express their 
own spiritual insights, but the validity of  these 
insights depends upon acceptance by other 
Fathers of  the Church, without which it is 
wisest to keep silent and avoid being in 
opposition” (Rev. George Mastrantonis)



Toward Understanding

• Orthodox beliefs center on connection to the 
NT church—a connection more about history 
than it is about similarity

• Orthodox Christians are generally heavily 
influenced by culture and family

• Orthodox Christians have a fluid and 
welcoming view within their fellowship



Toward Understanding

Similarities—

• A cappella music

• Generally amillennial

• Reject Augustinian/Calvinistic view of  original 
sin, depravity

• Importance of  baptism

• General agreement about nature of  God



Engaging

• Ultimate problem is authority—why does the 
church, councils, etc have authority to speak for 
God?  Show me the passage

• Give examples of  acts/teachings that differ from 
NT—baptizing babies, confession, priests, saints, 
Mary—with the goal of  exposing the 
continuation/inspiration claim
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Engaging

• What in the NT teaches that I must have an 
unbroken line to the NT church?

• How can truth change (about baptism, for 
example)?

• Heavy emphasis on similarity—to push toward 
full compliance with NT record, not with any 
man


